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PROLOGUE
We are living in gamechanging and groundbreaking times: 
exciting on so many levels and challenging for 
our society and humanity!

When it comes to adapting to the effects of 
climate change, scientists and policymakers 
are thinking too small, according to a new 
research review published in february 2020 
in Science Daily.

What is needed, they propose, is sys-
tems-level thinking about what is truly 
adaptive for society, and research on the 
dynamics that lead people to change entire 
systems through transformational actions 
and on barriers that keep people from em-
bracing transformative efforts.

“If we want to really adapt to climate 
change, we’re talking about transforma-
tional change that will truly allow society to 
be resilient in the face of these increasing 
hazards. We’re focused on the wrong things 
and solving the wrong problems.”

At the same time social and life changing 
themes with promising sounding buz-
zwords like electric moiblity, digital trans-
formation, artificial intelligence, machine 
to machine communication, the internet of 
things - just to name a few gamechangers, 
already begin to disrupt economics, work 
and lifestyle on private, social as well as on 
industrial means. 

Globalization as well as decentralization are 
finally not only buzzwords, but are already 
changing the world as we know it today.

But there is one essential, one common ba-
sic requirement that underlies almost each 
and every of todays and tomorrows mat-
ters:

ENERGY

Globally tremendous amounts of energy 
are being generated based on the usage of 
fossil energy - which destroy our habitat - or 
are simply wasted due to non-efficient en-
ergy planning.

Even in countries with comparably high 
amounts of renewable energy there is still 
a huge lack of renewable energy efficiency 
due to one essential missing link:

ENERGY STORAGE

The initiators of GLOBAL ENERGY STORAGE, 
GES, the technology which we proudly pres-
ent to you today, have the ability and the 
passion to make a difference - to create an 
impact.

The desire and fundamental necessity to 
fight climate change, to save our habitat 
while making the world a cleaner place - 
without compromising on energy usage & 
consumption - is our driver and key value. 

With this brochure we give you insights on 
our patented system, its capabilities, our 
businessplan and an outlook for a possible 
sustainable energy supply.

Power to the future!
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EXECUTIVE  
SUMMARY

Every so often, there’s news of “negative 
electricity prices”, a peculiar side effect of 
global efforts to generate clean energy. 
How does this happen?

Photovoltaic power plants, wind turbines 
and any other alternative energy plant pro-
duce varying amounts of power, based on 
the vagaries of the weather. So electrical 
grids are built to handle only the power lev-
els we expect in a given location. 

But in some cases, there’s more sun or wind 
than expected, and these renewable energy 
sources pump in more power than the grid 
can handle. 

The producers of that power then have to 
pay commercial customers to use up the 
excess electricity; otherwise, the grid would 
overload and fail – with a blackout as con-
sequence.

As we build more and more renewa-
ble-power capacity in efforts to meet the 
emissions-reduction goals of the Paris cli-
mate agreement, these situations start to 
become more common. 

The biggest challenge with wind and 
pv-solar energy is that they are intermit-
tent. 

There might be violent winds one day, and 
calm skies the next; broiling sunshine on 
monday and 100% cloud cover on tuesday, 
needless to mention that there is no sun-
light at night. 

The peak energy demand however is based 
on human behaviour during the morning 
hours as well as at night.

A simple yet efficient solution for a ris-
ing multi billion $ market 

This is exactly where GES comes into ac-
count.  German inventor and doctor of ap-
plied physics Dr. Bernd Geissler conceptual 
designed a highly efficient adiabatic com-
pressed air energy storage.

Compression of air creates heat; the air is 
warmer after compression. 
Expansion removes heat. 

If the heat generated during compression 
can be stored and used during expansion, 
the efficiency of the storage improves con-
siderably.

The  GES Adiabatic Compressed Air Energy 
Storage continues to keep the heat pro-
duced by compression and returns it to the 
air as it is expanded to generate power.

The theoretical efficiency of adiabatic stor-
age approaches 100% with perfect insula-
tion, but in practice electricity round trip 
efficiency is expected to be 75% – with ad-
ditional possibilities to use heat as well as 
cold for further disposition.

The process is not new, but Dr. Geisler has 
improved it at decisive points: 

The heat generated during the  compres-
sion cycle is not only being stored sepa-
rately from the compressed air, it is stored 
within a multi stage heat accumulator that 
is able to withhold it longterm.

Some argue this problem is easily over-
come by storing any excess energy in bat-
teries until it’s needed at a later time. Fur-
ther, battery advocates say, even though 
the bookcase-sized batteries required to 
store energy for a small home are expen-
sive today, prices are falling and will contin-
ue to fall for some time.

Except it’s not that easy. The batteries on 
the market for these applications are, es-
sentially, stacked versions of the lithium-ion 
batteries found in mobile phones.  They can 
only store energy for a certain amount of 
time—weeks, at most. As soon as the charg-
ing source is removed, they start to lose the 
charge – not to mention effects from cold or 
heat limiting the batteries capacity.

Also, these batteries have an incredibly bad 
carbon footprint, considering the amount 
of rare earth (cobalt, lithium, nickel and oth-
er metals) that have to be mined, shipped 
and lateron recycled.

Back to the storage matter: Peak energy de-
mand in terms of housing areas, industrial 
sites or towns, whether for heating or cool-
ing, can be as much as 20 times the energy 
consumed on an average day. 

Today, we simply shovel more coal or pump 
more natural gas into fossil-fuel power 
plants in order to meet those high-demand 
days or hours. 

Obviously, that won’t work in a future pow-
ered by renewable energy.

Depending on the use case this heat will not 
only boost the efficiency of the turbine to 
generate highly efficient electricity, it could 
additionally be recovered to a considerable 
extent from the expansion in the turbine 
generator to a local district heating net-
work.“ 

The overall efficiency is thus significant-
ly higher than any other available decen-
tralized energy storage system.

A further remarkable point: The most im-
portant components of the GES system are 
standard industrial products and can be 
produced inexpensively in large quantities 
providing an individual scalability thanks to 
a modular design without system-related 
technical limitations. 

The system has already been patented for 
many relevant markets.

Global Energy Storage (GES) as of today rep-
resents a team consisting of specialists like 
physicists, engineers, mechatronics, energy 
economists and marketing professionals.

In order to disrupt the global energy market 
GES is raising capital.
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HEADLINE HEADLINE

At the start of the Industrial Revolution, 
it was discovered that the energy in fos-
sil fuels can be unlocked to make work 
more productive. This finding trans-
formed human development: for most of 
history, living conditions across the world 
were equally poor. This began to change, 
rapidly, once we learnt how to use coal, 
oil, and gas. In more recent years, we 
have also gained access to modern re-
newables and nuclear power.

Access to energy is a key pillar for human 
wellbeing, economic development and 
poverty alleviation. Ensuring everyone 
has sufficient access is an ongoing and 
pressing challenge for global develop-
ment.

The increasing availability of cheap en-
ergy has been integral to the progress 
we’ve seen over the past few centuries. 
Energy access is one of the fundamental 
driving forces of development.

However, current energy systems are 
still dominated by fossil fuels (coal, oil 
and gas) which produce carbon dioxide 
(CO2) and other greenhouse gases– the 
fundamental driver of global climate 
change. 

But energy production has downsides as well as benefits. There are 
three main categories:

Air pollution: An estimated five million people die prematurely every 
year as a result of air pollution; fossil fuels and biomass burning are 
responsible for most of those deaths. 

Accidents: As well as deaths caused by the byproducts of energy pro-
duction, people die in accidents in supply chains, whether in the mining 
of coal, uranium or rare metals; oil and gas extraction; the transport 
of raw materials and infrastructure; construction; or their deployment. 

Greenhouse gas emissions: Perhaps the most widely discussed 
downside is the greenhouse gases emitted by energy production, 
which are a key driver of climate change. 

All energy sources have negative effects. But they differ enormously 
in the size of those effects. That difference can be easily summed up: 
by all metrics, fossil fuels are the dirtiest and most dangerous, while 
nuclear and modern renewable energy sources are vastly safer and 
cleaner.

If we are to meet our global climate targets and also to avoid 
dangerous climate change, the world needs a significant and 
concerted transition in its energy sources and renewable ener-
gy efficiency.

Balancing the challenge between development and environment 
therefore provides us with an ultimate goal of ensuring everyone has 
access to enough sustainable energy to maintain or gain a high stand-
ard of living.

GLOBAL ENERGY  
HISTORY

Globale primary energy consumption
measured in terrawatt-hours (TWh) per year
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RENEWABLE  
ENERGY SHARE
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The development of renewable energy 
technologies has grown substantial-
ly over the past decade and countries 
across the globe are increasing their 
share of renewables in energy produc-
tion. The map above shows the per-
centage of renewables used in electric-
ity production for each country. 

According to the IEA nearly 8 500 GW 
of new power capacity is added glob-
ally by 2040, of which two-thirds is re-
newables.  Renewables account for the 
majority of capacity additions in most 
regions. 

This includes about 80% of additions 
in the European Union and China, but 
they provide less than half of additions 
in Southeast Asia and the Middle East. 

Although renewable energy develop-
ment is expected to continue to grow 
rapidly over the next decade, renew-
able energy technologies still have a 
long way to go to replace oil, coal and 
natural gas as our primary sources of 
energy. 

Some of the most effective ways to pro-
mote the research and development 
of renewable energy technologies 
are through proper policies, incentive 
mechanisms and mutual international 
cooperation.

The number one way to achieve this 
goal is  not only to divert from fossil fu-
els to renewable energy sources, but to 
make renewables more efficient with 
convenient energy storage systems.

ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION

SHARE OF RENEWABLES IN ENERGY PRODUCTION

http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EG.ELC.RNEW.ZS?name_desc=true&view=map&year=2015

Note: OECD is the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. 
Source: International Energy Outlook 2019 (IEO2019)
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Speaking of the future of energy is speaking of smart grids. 
Decentralized power production means inevitable need for
storing and managing  the power distributed to the grid 

SMART GRID

“There’s more than enough renewable en-
ergy sources to supply all of the world’s en-
ergy needs forever, however, the challenge 
is to develop the capability to effectively 
and economically capture and store the en-
ergy until it is needed”  says Dr. Bernd Geis-
ler, Inventor of the GES ACAES.

However, continuous and expanded growth 
of the share of renewables in centralized 
and decentralized grids requires an effec-
tive new approach not only to grid manage-
ment in terms of making full use of “smart 
grids” and “smart grid technologies”. 

Existing grid systems already incorporate 
elements of smart functionality, but this is 
mostly used to balance supply and demand. 

A smart grid is a modern power generation, 
transmission and distribution system that 
can automate and manage the increasing 
complexity and needs of electricity in the 
21st century. 
The technology aims to integrate and sup-
port renewable energy sources like solar, 
wind and hydro, empower consumers with 
real-time information about their energy 
consumption and assist utility companies 
to reduce outages.

Smart grids are not only aligned perfectly 
with the needs and demands of our time, 
they are also predicted to have significant 
long-lasting effects. For instance, the tech-
nology will overhaul aging equipment and 
bring things up to speed. This will help to 
reduce the likelihood of blackouts, burn-
outs and power surges. 

The technology will also reduce both the 
cost of energy consumption and produc-
tion. 

With its full implementation, smart grids 
will make renewable power feasible and 
equip the grid to meet increasing energy 
demands. More importantly, however, the 
technology will give consumers near re-
al-time control of their energy bills and fa-
cilitate large-scale electric vehicle charging.

Successful adoption of this technology will 
enable the average household to save near-
ly $600 in direct bill savings. By providing 
real time information on energy consump-
tion, the technology will force consumers to 
reduce their energy consumption by 5% to 
10%. Research has shown that when con-
sumers know exactly how much energy 
they consume; they are likely to take appro-
priate measures to reduce their energy use. 

After one year, the total energy savings 
attributed to smart grid technology is esti-
mated to be $42 billion. 
In five years, the annual savings will in-
crease to $48 billion. In 15 years, the sav-
ings will increase to $65 billion and $102 
billion in 30 years. The energy saved can 
power the city of Las Vegas 207 times over, 
a refrigerator for 199 million years, or cool 
378 million homes.

It is inevitable to create effective and effi-
cient middle and large scale energy storage 
hubs that will allow smart grids to incorpo-
rate information and communications tech-
nology into every aspect of electricity gener-
ation, delivery and consumption in order to 
minimize environmental impact, enhance 
markets, improve reliability and service, to 
reduce costs and improve efficiency.

GES provides a powerful, scalable 
solution as a decentralized applicable 
key component for future smart grid 
scenarios.

Wind Farm

Wind Farm

Solar Arrays

Industry

Smart Grid Energy Sensors

Energy Pulled From or Added to the Grid

Smart Substation

Energy Storage

Rooftop PV

Geothermal Power Plant

Power Plant

Net Zero
Energy Bulding

Combined
Hear and  

Power

TODAY

FUTURE
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By 2050 the share of renewable energy 
in generation would be 85%, up from 
an estimated 25% in 2017. 

Solar and wind capacity will lead the 
way, rising from 800 GW today to 13 
000 GW by 2050. 

Decentralised renewable power gener-
ation grows from just 2% of total gener-
ation today to 21% by 2050, a ten-fold 
increase.  All in all, investments in de-
carbonisation of the power system will 
need to reach an average of nearly USD 
1 trillion per year to 2050.

To deliver the energy transition at the 
pace and scale needed will require the 
almost complete decarbonisation of 
the electricity sector by 2050. This can 
be achieved by using renewables, in-
creasing energy efficiency, and making 
power systems more flexible.

Under the REmap Case, electricity con-
sumption in end-use sectors would 
double by 2050 (relative to 2015 levels) 
to over 42 000 TWh, while the carbon 
intensity of the power sector would de-
cline by 85% .

Expected growth 
in the renewable energy sector

ENERGY STORAGE
DEMAND

RENEWABLE 
ENERGY GROWTH
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The rising importance of solar and wind energy in the power sector
Breakdown of eletricity generation, by source (TWh/yr)

24%
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That’s the picture painted by Wood 
Mackenzie Power & Renewable’s latest 
report, „Global energy storage outlook 
2019: 2018 year-in-review and outlook 
to 2024.“ 

Energy storage deployments will grow 
13-fold over the next six years, from a 
12 gigawatt-hour market in 2018 to a 
158 GWh market in 2024.

That equates to $71 billion in invest-
ment into storage systems excluding 
pumped hydro, with $14 billion of that 
coming in 2024 alone. 

This growth will be concentrated in the 
United States and China, which will ac-
count for 54 percent of global deploy-
ments by 2024, followed by Japan, Aus-
tralia and South Korea in a second tier 
of growth markets, and Germany Cana-
da, India and the U.K. rounding out the 
list.

  Global Energy Storage to Hit 158 Gigawatt-Hours by 2024

Each of these markets is taking its own 
approach to integrating energy storage 
into its grid operations and market 
structures, from the state-by-state de-
velopment in the U.S. to China’s five-ye-
ar plan. 

But they share a commitment to relati-
vely aggressive renewables growth tar-
gets, along with the attendant challen-
ges of integrating an increasing share 
of intermittent wind and solar power 
into the grid.
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In 2012, in the context of the “Interna-
tional Year for Sustainable Energy for 
All” (SE4ALL), the International Renew-
able Energy Agency (IRENA) launched a 
global renewable energy roadmap for 
doubling the share of renewables in 
the global energy mix by 2030. 

The aspirational target of this roadm-
ap—called REMAP 2030—is derived 
from the SE4ALL initiative, which is cur-
rently chaired by the United Nations 
Secretary-General and the World Bank 
President.

The initial results of REMAP 2030 con-
cluded that the share of renewables in 
the electricity sector will have to dou-
ble from 20% today to at least 40% to 
achieve this aspirational target. This 
means that in many countries the re-
newable share of electricity generation 
has to increase substantially. 
For developed countries, transforming 

the electricity sector to absorb more re-
newables requires upgrades and mod-
ernised extensions of old grid systems, 
while also opening opportunities for in-
troduce new, innovative solutions. 

For emerging or to developing coun-
tries, the priorities are to avoid lock-
in with conventional energy sources, 
to attract new streams of investment, 
and to accommodate a range or ener-
gy sources to meet rising electricity de-
mand.

Individual energy storage plants until 
today generally do not have sufficient 
capacity to store large amounts of re-
newable energy for use later in the day, 
which is the first thing that many peo-
ple think of when renewable energy 
and storage are mentioned together. 

With GES ACAES benefits that can be 
provided by distributed storage in-
clude:

THE GES POTENTIAL

The potential of the patented and prototype proven GES system
is nothing less than building the superior position for 
decentralized (renewable) energy storage, smart grid reliability 
and energy sustainability GES - UNLIMITED ENERGY STORAGE BENEFITS:

• LOSSFREE SHORT- AND LONGTERM ENERGY STORAGE 

• CHARGE AND DISCHARGE SIMULTANEOUSLY

• SHAVING OF SHORT-TERM LOAD PEAKS

• SMOOTHING OF RENEWABLE POWER VARIABILITY 
  (RAMPRATE CONTROL)

• SHAVING OF SHORT-TERM RENEWABLE ENERGY PEAKS

• GRID FREQUENCY AND VOLTAGE REGULATION 

• GRID STABILISATION AND POWER QUALITY CONTROL

• SMALL TO LARGE SCALE ENERGY ARBITRAGE 

• BACKUP POWER: 
   SHORT-TERM ISLANDING OF MICROGRIDS AND SUPPLYING  
  LOADS BRIEFLY AFTER ISLANDING BEFORE DISTRIBUTED 
  GENERATION COMES ONLINE

• IMPROVEMENT OF DISTRIBUTION 
  SYSTEM ASSET UTILISATION AND DEFERMENT OF 
  DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM UPGRADES

»
»

Power grids and flexibility / 9

Fossil fuels / 42

Nuclear / 3.7
Energy efficiency / 29

Renewable energy / 9.6

Renewable energy / 22.3

Power grids and flexibility / 18

CCS & others / 0.5

Fossil fuels / 22.3

Nuclear / 3.6

Energy efficiency / 53

93
USD trillion

Reference Case

120
USD trillion
REmap Case

Investment will need to shift to renewable energy and energy efficiency
Cumulative investment - Reference and REmap cases, 2015-2050 (USD trillion)

Reference Case energy sector investments
between 2015-2050 (USD trillion)

REmap Case energy sector investments
between 2015-2050 (USD trillion)
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THE HISTORY

For the proof of concept prototype Dr. Geis-
ler used industrially produced large pipes 
qualified as cyclically loaded pressure ves-
sel in close cooperation with TÜV Hessen. 

This storage container could be created in a 
modular system, taking the existing know-
how from the existing pipeline construc-
tions all over the world. 

Performance and storage capacity can be 
chosen independently, as individually re-
quired.

As part of a state funding measure, an adi-
abatic compressed air storage power plant 
was designed as a functional model and in-

stalled in a 12 meter long  container. 
In cooperation with the project partner EU-
ROPIPE GmbH and TÜV Hessen, industrially 
fabricated steel pipes were qualified as cy-
clically loaded pressure vessels. 

The result is a modular system from which 
now arbitrarily large pressure vessels can 
be created by means of common pipeline 
technology. 

The container was announced at the En-
ergy Technology Forum in Frankfurt and 
presented to the public for the first time at 
the Hannover Messe - the most important 
international platform and hot spot for in-
dustrial transformation.

It all started with the genius to combine 
simplicity with efficiency. 

Dr. Bernd Geisler, a German master of ap-
plied physics has investigated  throughout 
all of his professional career to come up 
with viable solutions for obvious problems.

During the beginning of the 21st century, a 
phase where the German government start-
ed large support programs to initiate the so 
called „Energiewende“ (exit from nuclear 
and fossil-fuel energy/energy revolution), 
which means more or less the shift from 
fossil and nuclear driven energy plants to-
wards energy harvested from wind-, solar/
photovoltaic - and hydrogen plants, he re-
alized that even though this is a great idea, 
there was a relevant missing link.

The possibility for storing produced „clean“ 
energy to make it available in phases with-
out wind, or without sun.

He started to „filet“ all the benefits and 
problems from the so far existing and avail-
able energy storage systems, from batter-
ies, to hydrogen-pump-systems to decen-
tralized battery system. 

And he came to the conclusion, that the 
success of a successful long-lasting and ef-
ficient storage of energy is not the re-inven-
tion of the wheel, but a smart combination 
of existing technologies and possibilities.

High pressure pipeline steel pipes. 

Compressors. 

Generators.

Multistage heat accumulators. 

Control Unit.

He put together all available building parts 
and realized that he could be on a ground-
breaking energy storage solution. 

It just needed to be proved.
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Good things first. 
The central unique selling proposition of 
the GES ACAES is almost globally patented. 
Contradictory rights exist only in France. 

After researching the DPMA the European 
Patent Office released an equivalent patent 
with priority in France. 

As the German patent application of APT 
GmbH was disclosed before their French 
counterpart,  the DPMA granted on the ba-
sis of the existing agreement the German 
patent between the nations Germany and 
France. The French patent accordingly is 
henceforth applicable in France. 

Because the French had not claimed inter-
national rights, the APT GmbH has success-
fully achieved priority for their international 
patent applications.

THE PATENTS

(19) *DE102014118466B420170112*

(10) DE 10 2014 118 466 B4 2017.01.12

(12) Patentschrift

(21) Aktenzeichen: 10 2014 118 466.1
(22) Anmeldetag: 11.12.2014
(43) Offenlegungstag: 16.06.2016
(45) Veröffentlichungstag

der Patenterteilung: 12.01.2017

(51) Int Cl.: F01K 27/00 (2006.01)
F02C 6/04 (2006.01)

Innerhalb von neun Monaten nach Veröffentlichung der Patenterteilung kann nach § 59 Patentgesetz gegen das Patent
Einspruch erhoben werden. Der Einspruch ist schriftlich zu erklären und zu begründen. Innerhalb der Einspruchsfrist ist
eine Einspruchsgebühr in Höhe von 200 Euro zu entrichten (§ 6 Patentkostengesetz in Verbindung mit der Anlage zu §
2 Abs. 1 Patentkostengesetz).

(73) Patentinhaber:
APT GmbH - Angewandte Physik & Technologie,
34497 Korbach, DE

(74) Vertreter:
Boßmeyer, Jörg Peter, Dipl.-Ing., 49074
Osnabrück, DE

(72) Erfinder:
Geisler, Bernd, Dr., 34497 Korbach, DE

(56) Ermittelter Stand der Technik:
DE 23 48 572 C2
DE 26 36 417 A1
DE 10 2010 050 428 A1
DE 10 2011 118 105 A1
DE 527 794 A
US 2011 / 0 094 231 A1

(54) Bezeichnung: Vorrichtung und Verfahren zum vorübergehenden Speichern von Gas und Wärme

(57) Hauptanspruch: Vorrichtung zum vorübergehenden
Speichern von Gas und Wärme, mit wenigstens einem
Druckbehälter (10), mehreren Verdichtern (3, 8, 9), mittels
welchen ein Gas (1) komprimierbar ist, mehreren in Rei-
he geschalteten Kompressionsstufen, die jeweils einen der
Verdichter (3, 8, 9) und einen diesem nachgeschalteten
Gasströmungspfad (11, 12, 13) umfassen, wobei einer rei-
henletzten der Kompressionsstufen der Druckbehälter (10)
nachgeschaltet ist, in welchem das mittels der Verdichter
(3, 8, 9) komprimierte Gas (1) speicherbar ist, und einer
mehrere Wärmespeicher (4, 5, 6) umfassenden Wärmespei-
cheranordnung (7), mittels welcher durch das Komprimie-
ren des Gases (1) erzeugte Kompressionswärme speicher-
bar ist, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Wärmespeicher-
anordnung (7) in den Gasströmungspfad (11, 12, 13) jeder
Kompressionsstufe geschaltet ist, den Wärmespeichern (4,
5, 6) eine Wärmespeicherreihenfolge zugeordnet ist und die
Wärmespeicher (4, 5, 6) von dem Gasströmungspfad (11,
12, 13) jeder Kompressionsstufe in der Wärmespeicherrei-
henfolge nacheinander durchlaufen werden, wobei jedem
Wärmespeicher (4, 5, 6) eine vorgegebene Mindesttempe-
ratur zugeordnet ist und die Wärmespeicheranordnung (7)
wenigstens eine Heizvorrichtung (16, 17, 18) aufweist, mit-
tels welcher jeder Wärmespeicher (4, 5, 6) auf die ihm zu-
geordnete Mindesttemperatur erwärmbar ist, wobei die den
Wärmespeichern (4, 5, 6) zugeordneten Mindesttemperatu-
ren in der Wärmespeicherreihenfolge abnehmen.

Every concept is just as good to commercialize as it is secured
for the most relevant markets. 
Founder Dr. Bernd Geisler has already secured most of the key
markets with his company APT GmbH .  GES holds the
exclusive license to realize and market the ACAES system.
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Application summary

Standard patent application details

Application number: 2015359869

Title: Device and method for temporarily storing gas and heat

Your reference: P42994AU00

Documents filed

A complete translation of the specification comprising:

 Description
 Claim(s)
 Drawing(s)

This application currently has an abstract on file. 

Applicant and inventor details

Applicant name(s) and address(es) (as it will appear on certificate/s) :

APT GmbH - Angewandte Physik & Technologie
Waldecker Str. 18, 34497 Korbach, Germany

Inventor name(s): Geisler, Bernd

Agent details

Agent Name Watermark Intellectual Property Pty Ltd

Address for correspondence: L 1
109 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn VIC 3122
Australia

Address for legal service: Level 1
109 Burwood Road
Hawthorn VIC 3122
Australia

Priority details

Number Date Country
10 2014 118 466.1 11 December 2014 DE

1 
 

说   明   书   摘   要 
 

本发明涉及一种用于暂时存储气体和热量的设备，所述设备带有至少一

个压力容器(10)、多个压缩机(3、8、9)、多个串联的压缩级和包括多个蓄热

器(4、5、6)的蓄热装置(7)，借助所述压缩机能够压缩气体(1)，所述压缩级5 

分别包括一个压缩机(3、8、9)和连接在该压缩机之后的气流路径(11、12、

13)，其中，在串联的最后一个压缩级之后连接有压力容器(10)，在所述压力

容器中能够存储借助压缩机(3、8、9)压缩的气体(1)，借助所述蓄热装置能

够存储由于气体(1)压缩而形成的压缩热，其中，蓄热装置(7)连接在每个压

缩级的气流路径(11、12、13)中，蓄热器(4、5、6)配有蓄热器顺序，并且每10 

个压缩级的气流路径(11、12、13)以蓄热器顺序依次穿过所述蓄热器(4、5、

6)。

1005 

96.7 

P17J26502AJ 

»
»

PATENTS 
AROUND THE

GLOBE
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The new dimension of efficiency in storing and distributing 
renewable energy - even mobile:  
sustainable, decentralised, smart. 

THE PROTOTYPE

To provide a proof of concept as well as a 
mobile functioning model a prototype adi-
abatic compressed air storage power plant 
was designed as a functional model and in-
stalled into a 12 meter container. 

In cooperation with the project partner  EU-
ROPIPE GmbH and the German safety cer-
tification institute TÜV Hessen, industrially 
fabricated steel pipes were qualified as cy-
clically loaded pressure vessels. 

The result is a modular system from which 
now arbitrarily large pressure vessels can 
be created by using common pipeline tech-
nology. 

Independent of this, a novel technical pro-
cess for the temporary storage of gas and 
heat has been developed since 2012. This 
was achieved with generous support by the 
BMWi by means of the SIGNO SME Patent 
Action.

The container was announced at the Energy 
Technology Forum at  Frankfurt on 12th of 
December 2013 and presented to the pub-
lic for the first time at the Hannover Fair 
from 13th to 17th April 2015.

THE 
SYSTEM
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GES ACAES - A SYSTEM BASED ON FIVE SYSTEM COMPONENTS
No matter the size of the actual storage plant, from 1MWh to 500MWh, „only“ these five 
segments are used and are being dimensioned in relation to the optimum use of economies 
of scale.

FUNCTIONALITY

This is a very simple visualizaion of the actual system. 
The unique selling proposition is as shown our 
patented solution to increase overall efficiency by
taking advantage of the heat occuring during
the compression cycle.

HEAT ACCUMULATORS

COMPRESSOR TURBINE

COMPRESSED AIR  STORAGE

HEAT ACCUMULATORS

COMPRESSOR TURBINE

COMPRESSED AIR  STORAGE

SIMPLICITY

COMPRESSED AIR STORAGE

 ACAES control

COMPRESSOR
Compression 

stage
HEAT 

ACCUMULATORS

TURBINE
Decompression stage
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SCALABILITY

S

In contrast to  other storage systems 
our GES ACAES system is absolutely 
scalable in terms of size, energy input 
and output as well as on the fact of to-
tal independency on its geographic lo-
cation. 

It is possible to place GES ACAES di-
rectly next to a photovoltaic plant or 
windmill in order to store peak power 
during high energy production for  low 
energy demand phases, which will lead 
to the possibility for the power produc-
er to gain control of his energy output 
times, amounts and therewith increase 
his average income.

It is also possible to use the GES ACAES 
as a redundant energy storage for 
municipalities or large scale industrial 
plants just in order to have a constant 
reliable power source without the fear 
of abrupt power shut downs. 

Even though this sounds like an un-
common matter to many of us, think-
ing about grid situations in emerging 

countries; in countries with an unreli-
able grid network power blackouts are 
an almost weekly scenario many ener-
gy consumers have to deal with these 
days.

The GES ACAES system can be – as our 
existing prototype system – installed 
as mobile container and be moved to 
almost anywhere as a mobile energy 
output system of up to 1MWp.

But it may also be scaled to large scale 
power plant energy storage for towns 
or industrial complexes – speaking of 
up to 50 MWp energy output.

This will lead to a far higher independ-
ence and spread of energy availability .

This is GES – Global Energy Storage.

1MWh mobile energy storage, 50MWh municipal storage or up to
500MWh industrial storage
There is a lot of scalability possible with GES ACAES

GES
REDUCES CO2 EMMISIONS

INCREASES ACCESS TO ELECTRICITY
PROVIDES POWER STABILITY

GAINS ENERGY MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

»

»
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Mobile Solution

Our serial product in a 40-foot standard sea 
container.

Developed for mobile energy supply in 
OFF-GRID projects or prosumer projects in 
combination with decentralized power gen-
eration from renewable sources. Easy and 
flexible to use in many locations and cus-
tomized according to customers´ needs.

System data:

Storage capacity:  450 kWh
Output capacity:   50 kWp
Capacity price:   1.792 € / kWh
Energy storage price:  6,656 cents / kWh

Quarter Solution

Our product for Quarters and whole parts of 
towns

Security of supply and grid stability in fu-
ture-oriented energy concepts for neighbor-
hoods or entire neighborhoods. Our storage 
solution serves as a bridging technology when 
transitioning from a conventional to a renew-
able energy supply. Local and district heating 
networks and refrigeration systems can also 
be integrated.

System data:

Storage capacity:  100 MWh
Output capacity:   25 MWp
Capacity price:   321 € / kWh
Energy storage price:  1,567 cents / kWh

Industrial Solution

Our product for commercial or industrial 
applications

As a safety power supply and to compen-
sate for electricity demand and demand 
in industrial plants whose power supply is 
based on renewable energies. In addition, 
heating and cooling can be provided for in-
dustrial processes.

System data:

Storage capacity:  20 MWh
Output capacity:   5 MWp
Capacity price:   553 € / kWh
Energy storage price:  2,700 cents / kWh

Smart City Solution

Our product for the city of the future

Our largest scaling variant serves as the cen-
terpiece of the energy supply of a city of to-
morrow. Integrated into a smart grid and 
connected to renewable generation plants 
for electricity, heat and cold, it serves as the 
basis for the energy supply of tomorrow and 
can light up an entire city for days without sun 
and wind.

System data:

Storage capacity:  500 MWh
Output capacity:   125 MWp
Capacity price:   273 € / kWh
Energy storage price:  1,335 cents / kWh

USE CASES

To demonstrate the positive scaling effects of the GES ACAES we
have evaluated the following four scenarious for a deep dive into
the capabilities of our system
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ECONOMICS OF 
SCALE

Economies of scale refer to reduced costs per unit that arise
from increased total output of a product. 
In our case, a larger storage plant will store power at a 
lower price per KW/H due to positive economics of scale

A - CONTROL UNIT

B - COMPRESSION STAGE

C - ADIABATIC HEAT STORAGE

D - HIGH PRESSURE PIPES

E - TURBINE / GENERATOR

• Energy storage is indispensable for the energy transition

• High market potential for decentralized, reliable energy supply

• Safe, durable, environmentally friendly storage technology 

• Scalable from 0,5 MW mobile up to industrial 500MW 

Lithium-ion batteries should despite their advantages due to their lim-
ited life be no competition in the commercial electricity storage, be-
cause the compressed air energy storage for achievable load cycles is 
at least twenty times higher, while the  performance remains constant. 

»
»

0.45MWh 20MWh 100MWh 500MWh
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EFFICIENCY 
COMPARISON

The predicted overall efficiency of the 
GES ACAES power supply is twice as 
high as for hydrogen fuel cells, almost 
three times as high as in the power-
to-gas technology and comparable to 
pumped storage power plants.

Energy storage as close as possible to 

the point of production or directly to 
the consumer minimizes both trans-
port losses and network charges. 

Municipalities and energy cooperatives 
can benefit from it and join in making 
energy storage largely independent of 
the major electricity suppliers.

BENEFITS

The technology is environmentally friendly, flexible and
durable, not least due to the use mature industrial components,
and as a decisive advantage compared to pumped storage power
plants, the technology can be applied decentralized.

Redox Flow bat-
teries

Lithium-Ion 
Batteries

Hydrogen Fuel 
Cells

GES 
Adiabatic Com-

pressed Air Energy 
Storage

Hydrogen pump 
storage POWER to GAS

Efficiency Rate 
Power to Power 75% - 80% 75% - 80% 37% 75% - 90% 75 - 85 % 50 - 70%

Energy density 15 - 25 kwh/m3 180 kwh/t 33.300 kwh / t
19 kWh/m3 

Compressed air  
0,45MJ / kg

0,918 MJ / t 40 MJ / kg

Recharging Cycles 10.000 cycles 2.000 cycles 60.000 hours 
10 years

100.000 cycles 
50 - 100 years

50.000 cycles 
60-80 years

50.000 cycles
30-50 years

Buidling costs very expensive 500 € / kWh 1.000 € - 2.000 € 
/kW 500 € / kWh very expensive expensive

Advantages

• Frequency 
  stabilisation 

• Decentralisation 

• Degree of 
  efficiency 

• Low discharge 

• Deep cycles

• Frequency 
  stabilisation 

• Decentralisation

 • Degree of 
   efficiency 

• Low discharge 

• Small applications 
  possible

• Long term 
  storage possibility

 • High energy 
   content 

• decentral 

• mobility usecases

• Very high durability

• Deep cycles 

• Controllable power  
   in, output and 
   storage

• Seamless 
  scalability 

• Scale effects

• Durable 

• Robust 

•  large storage 
   capacities

• decentralized 
  (gas pipeline   
  nearby)

• hydrogen as 
  waste product

Disadvantages

• Energy Density 

• High weight

• High price

• Flat cycles 

• Low durability 
• Either power 
  control OR storage 
  control 

• Temperature 
  sensitiv effects

• Very inefficient 

• Expensive platin 
  & PEM 
  membranes 

• New concept 

• Low degree of 
  experience 

• slower power 
  availability 
  compared to 
  Li-Ion batteries

• very expensive 
and time-consum-
ing, strong inter-
vention in nature 
and the environ-
ment, no modular 
construction

• no decentral-
ization, limited 
location factors, no 
mobility

• Wired or ad
  ditional storage 
  necessary

• poor efficiency

• very expensive 
  5million € MW

• no mobility

• limited perfor
  mance or poor   
  scalability

NO NEED FOR RARE EARTH

Compared to the difficile, resources and 
mining intense, expensive process of pro-
ducing Lithium-Ion batteries there are no 
rare earth (cobalt, lithium, silica and fur-
ther rare metals) to be used in the con-
struction of GES-ACAES plants - no matter 
if small scale or mega scale.

EXTENSIVELY MORE CHARGING CYCLES

A conventional lithium-ion battery, which 
can also be used as stacks for battery 
power plants, can deliver only about 2,000 
charge cycles with the same efficiency. In 
addition, Li-ion batteries must never be ful-
ly discharged. 

GES ACAES can easily handle more than 
100,000 charging cycles during full loading 
and unloading.

Charging cycles

EASY AND BUDGET SENSITIVE RECYCLING

At the end of a lifecycle, the “recycling” of 
used materials is a relevant cost driver. 
Li-Ion battery based storage systems rare-
ly include these efforts - financially as well 
as ecologically - into their true cost calcu-
lations. When we speak about the GES sys-
tem there is only steal and industrial mo-
tors that can be easily recycled.
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There are numerous examples of how to take advantage of a
whatsoever scaled energy storage. 
For your better understanding we outline here only a few for 

EXAMPLES OF USE

As a result, some utilities offer a time-of-
use (ToU) pricing that requires more power 
during peak periods to promote peak-time 
energy savings. 

Conversely, power in the middle of the 
night, when power consumption is very low, 
is very cheap under a ToU plan.

In the case of load shifting, power consump-
tion is also throttled, but increased again at 
a later point in time, at more favorable elec-
tricity prices or lower grid utilization. 

Self-generation plants or electricity storage 
facilities can be added to bridge the high-
price or high-network load phases, but are 
less relevant since production can be made 
up for later.

Peak shaving is the common term for the 
practice of charging a battery (in our case 
the GES ACAES) with cheaper or even free 
electricity during low energy demand and 
high energy production phases (sun, wind, 
etc.)  for taking advantage and using that 
electricity when the price is higher (on-
peak).

During high season phases, many house-
holds, businesses or industrial plants need 
to consume electricity. 

It occurs during the afternoon when the 
lights are on, computers and manufactur-
ing equipment are running, and air condi-
tioning is kicking out the BTUs. 
All of this electrical use can burden the power 
grid. 

There are only minor deviations from the 
50 Hz mark in the European interconnected 
grid, which means that network operators 
are less and less likely to intervene. 

Nevertheless, the regulatory power is in 
constant readiness to rebalance any imbal-
ances that may have arisen. 

The expansion of renewable energies is 
now accompanied by major fluctuations. 

GES ACAES can help to maintain the grid 
frequency even during a sudden occur-
rence  of  high or low load energy level.

The grid frequency to be specified in Hertz 
is calculated from the polarity changes per 
second, which are expressed in voltage 
waves. At a mains frequency of 50 Hz, this 
means that there are a total of 50 voltage 
waves per second,  and the voltage changes 
its polarity a hundred times in total.

Since electricity has until today been diffi-
cult to store on the grid, there has to be a 
balance between production and consump-
tion for a functioning power supply. 

If the frequency of the main deviates from 
the nominal value, it is either over- or un-
derfed. Thus, the frequency of the main  is 
the reference value of the instantaneous 
power.
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CLIENT/PRODUCT-
MATRIX

Industrial/
Commercial

Business

Renewable
Energy
Plants

Grid
Operator

Peak Shaving Backup/ Emergency Power 

Demand Oriented Feed In Balancing Power

SRL Secondary Power Range Control PRL Primary Power Range Control
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As a matter of fact for making a leap forwards into a new era
of reliable and redundantly available scalable energy it takes
not only a huge effort but also a significant amount of 
investment and liquidity.

For us as the founding team of GES includ-
ing Inventor Dr. Bernd Geisler it is of utmost 
priority to remain independent as a compa-
ny in order to freely decide and manage the 
optimal outcome and implementations of 
this groundbreaking energy shift possibility.

Together with our legal and financial ad-
visors we conceptual designed a valid and 
long term success promising financial plan, 
which we will share with you in person for 
an adequate level of transparency and 
comprehensibility based on a NDA.

CAPITAL 
ACQUISITION

As visualized in the graph below 
we decided to proceed with a three 
step capital rising plan in order to 
initialize Global Energy Storage as 
a sustainable and valuable success 
story. 

We will be happy to discuss our de-
tailed and independently audited 
businessplan in person with po-
tential seed investors starting from 
m5€.

STO 
60 mio

EARLY STAGE 
11 mio

IPO

FIRST OF ALL: THE INITIAL 11 MIO € RAISE

Our three step capital acquisitions plan 
brings together innovative financial tools as 
well as reliability and security for any inter-
ested early stage investor.

As described on the next pages we offer a 
vast amount of safety of early stage invest-
ment due to our upcoming global Crowd 
Funding Campaign. Let us give you an over-
view of the main fields where the initial ear-
ly stages 11m€ will be used for:

• MOBILE ENERGY STORAGE ASSEMBLY LINE
• RESEARCH PLANT
• TRAINING CENTRE & SHOWROOM

The future GES headquarters not only func-
tion as pilotplant, showroom of our tech-
nology and assembly line of our mobile 
GES ACAES container solution.

It will also be the scientific research plant in 
order to continuously validate and optimze 
all five GES ACEAS components.

In order to conceptual design and start seri-
al production of the mobile energy storage 
container, to build and realize the research 
storage plant as well as to build a show-
room and training centers the majority of 
the early stage funds will be used.

• CROWD FUNDING CAMPAIGN

About one fourth of the initial early stage 
funds will be used to develop a tokenization 
model and to realize a global digital assets 
based crowdfunding campaign, as we de-
scribe here more detailed:

CROWD FUNDING - STO

During the past years so-called initial coin 
offerings (ICOs) had been on the rise. This 
describes a new method of funding for 
start-ups in which digital tokens or coins 
are issued. However, ICOs had been widely 
unregulated and therefore - unfortunately-
many scams took place. 

Of course we distance ourselfs from any 
fraudulent ideas, while we still are aware 
of the power of swarm intelligence, crowd 
funding and blockchain technology based 
digital shares in order to take advantage of 
new investment possiblities 
Thats why we will develop a STO - 

SECURITY TOKEN OFFERING

On the surface, both initial coin offerings 
and security token offerings follow a simi-
lar process where an investor gets a cryp-
to coin or token which represents their in-
vestment. But unlike an ICO coin or token, 
a security token comes with an underlying 
investment asset, like stocks, bonds, funds 
or real estate investment trusts (REIT).

STOs are launched with regulatory govern-
ance in mind, registered with required gov-
ernment bodies, meet all the legal require-
ments and are 100% lawful.

Market experts are highly confident about 
STOs and believe that the market cap will 
be more than $10 billion by 2021.
GES is right now exploring how to tokenize 
and transfer parts of GES as digital assets 
in order to leap towards realization of large 
scale plants and to set up a sustainable 
company infrastructure.

EARLY STAGE
11 mio

STO 
60 mio
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IPOIn order to disrupt the energy storage branch we developed a 
state of the art investment plan that takes into account all 
available capital acquisitions

SECURITY TOKEN 
OFFERING

Things move fast in the world of blockchain 
technology. From the heady days of the 
$20k Bitcoin to the crash and burn of the 
ICO craze, a new acronym has risen from 
the ashes : “ STO” (Security Token Offering). 

Security Token Offerings are a means to 
represent existing, regulated financial prod-
ucts like company equity or real estate as 
digital tokens, allowing a direct, streamlined 
connection between issuers and investors. 

Bridging the gap between crowdfunding 
and regulation in blockchain STOs are reg-
istered with financial regulators such as 
BAFIN, FINMA and SEC (Securities and Ex-
change Commission) to name a few.

They, therefore, have a lot of similarities to 
shares. For example, tokens issued in STOs 
give investors some rights to the firm, or-
ganization or project issuing them.  But un-
like other fundraising methods the investor 
still doesn’t necessarily get a traditional eq-
uity stake in the company. 

GES takes advantage of blockchain technol-
ogy and will realize an STO by early 2021 to 
tokenize parts of its company or projects.
Early stage fundings will be used for devel-
oping the tokenization, clear all legal as-
pects with any regulatory entity involved in 
order to set up a legally correct and trust-
worthy structure.

An IPO (initial public offering) is when a 
private company or corporation raises in-
vestment capital by offering its stock to the 
public for the first time. 

Growing companies seeking capital to ex-
pand are those that generally use initial 
public offerings, but large, privately owned 
companies or corporations looking to be-
come publicly traded can also do them. 

This is why we are planning to go public 
after having set up the company based on 
the early stage funding, having built the first 
plants and grown substance based on our 
then successfully realized STO and have 
valid numbers and growth to showcase a 
valid and sustainable promising company 
for going public. 

In an initial public offering, the issuer, or 
company raising capital, brings in an un-
derwriting firm or investment bank, to help 
determine the best type of security to issue, 
offering price, amount of shares and time-
frame for the market offering.

This is our mid term plan for making a dif-
ference with our Global Energy Storage 
and disrupting the global energy storage 
branch.

01 EARLY STAGE INVESTMENT
For the ignition of the company GES, the 
realization of the research plant, headquar-
ters, showroom, a global Security Token  Of-
fering (STO) as well as for further marketing 
measures we seek an ESI of at least 11m€. 

02 SECURITY TOKEN OFFERING
The STO is planned for early 2021. It will be 
a two period STO, that will mainly focus on 
institutional investors in the beginning, with 
a shorter period for accredited retail inves-
tors as follow up. 

03 EARLY STAGE PAYOUT
A charming sideeffect for our ESI investor(s) 
is the possibility that they may have a first 
exit option after the STO. This possibility is 
unique and not mandatory.

04 STO EXCHANGE
All details regarding the STO, the exact to-
kenization model as well as options of ex-
change listings and trading possibilities 
will be explained very extensive in our STO 
Whitepaper that will be released in Q4 2020.

05 IPO PUBLIC 
There is not an exact timing that we’re able 
to announce yet, but we are planning to go 
public as soon as GES has realized a few 
energy storage plants and sold successfully 
mobile power storages.

06 PUBLIC 
Yes, we want to be public. We need to be 
public. We seek to spread the awareness 
that energy consum and distribution must 
be clean and efficient. This is GES.

STO 
60 mio

CAPITAL ROADMAP

IPO
official
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is a serial entrepreneur in the fields of 
strategic marketing, media and communi-
cations.  He is founder and shareholder of 
several companies around the globe. 

Having extensive knowledge on digital 
transition, combining traditional public re-
lations with digital marketing, live commu-
nications and multimedia productions he 
is consulting and giving keynotes on global 
events - also for blockchain and digital as-
sets related topics.

Dr. Bernd 
Geisler

Leopold 
Feiler

is managing director, founder and share-
holder of APT GmbH and of profession 
Diploma Physicist. He graduated from the 
Philipps-University Marburg and has sever-
al patents and articles published. 

He lived and teached almost a decade in the 
US as assistant professor, was employed as 
Senior Engineer, Technical Officer and Head 
of Research and Development for reknown 
companies before founding his own com-
pany. Founder, Engineer

Marcel 
Kennel

Tobias 
Aumüller
is founder and CEO of the engineering con-
sulting firm Aumüller & Bauer GmbH, active 
in the fields of vehicle development and ve-
hicle functions, A&B supports leading OEMs 
and Tier I and Tier II suppliers worldwide 
with innovative solutions in the areas of 
project and interface management, diag-
nostics and security, quality management 
and research & advance development.His 
competence centers cover IT solutions, 
hardware engineering of electronic compo-
nents as well as software engineering.

is founder and shareholder of asl cleanen-
ergy, a leading european renewable ener-
gy  m&o group. After studying for the Bach-
elor of Economics in Munich with a focus on 
marketing and foreign trade, he worked in-
ternationally in the maintenance and oper-
ation of renewable energy systems such as 
biogas plants, biomass boilers, combined 
heat and power plants, photovoltaic sys-
tems, absorption refrigeration plants, etc. 
He also designed robots and water treat-
ment plants for the industrial cleaning of 
PV powerplants.

Christian 
Vogel
is managing partner at UTILITY PARTNERS, 
a consulting firm specializing in the energy 
sector. Christian has built up a large net-
work in the energy sector after more than 
10 years of energy consulting. He advises 
utility companies in the area of   business 
development and decentralized energy 
solutions. In particular, he designed the 
construction of virtual power plants for the 
top utilities in Europe. In addition, Christian 
was significantly involved in the market in-
tegration model of renewable energies in 
Germany.

Energy Market 
Strategist

Carsten
Steenbuck

Mechanical 
Engineer

is mechanical engineer specialized in en-
ergy and environmental technology with 
many years of experience in the field of 
thermodynamics, in particular pneumatics 
and valve technology. Various training and 
insights in NLP and coaching. Participation 
in the systematic development of various 
companies. 

THE GES TEAM

Business Developer, 
Investor Relations

Engineering, 
Controlling

Business Developer, 
Investor Relations
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HEADLINECOMPETITORS 
PROJECTS

Although the GES ACAES is based on a pat-
ented and unique concept by using heat 
that emerges during compression to op-
timize output efficiency, there have been 
other projects or companies trying to 
demonstrate the advantages of CAES tech-
nology. We have put together the most 
promising (former) projects and evaluated 
their concepts for a better understanding 
of why our GES ACAES is truly more ad-
vanced and will deliver far better perfor-
mance than those companies and projects 
achieved.

»
»
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COMPETITORS 

In 2010, RWE launched this project with 
great media attention near Staßfurt (Saxo-
ny-Anhalt). The groundbreaking ceremony 
was celebrated as a milestone for the Ger-
man energy transition.                In Feb-
ruary 2014, the project was put on ice. The 
activities carried out during the four years 
related exclusively to feasibility studies and, 
above all, the determination of costs com-
pared with expected results.
The ADELE approach employed high-tem-
perature heat storage.          It failed mainly 
because radiation losses increase by the 
fourth power of temperature. Thus ADELE 
would have suffered 40 times more heat 
loss than a comparable low-temperature 
GES ACAES plant. Thermal insulation mate-
rials that withstand thousands of cycles of 
high pressures and temperatures are not 
even known, much less technically devel-
oped or commercially available. Secondly, 
debris from stress-cracked rocks used in-
side the heat storage would sandblast the 
specially developed turbine stages. Finally, 
though caverns can be washed out of salt 
stocks inexpensively, they must maintain 
considerable minimum pressure to be kept 
from collapsing, which reduces their size 
advantage. Experience at a German atom-
ic waste storage facility has shown that salt 
stocks are dangerously less stable than pre-
dicted. Solution mining is economical only 
for suitable   geological conditions, lim-
iting the concept mainly to coastal regions.

Behind the Ticino pilot and demonstration 
project for the development of an adiaba-
tic compressed air reservoir is the company 
ALACAES SA based in Biasca (TI). ALACAES 
belongs mainly to the company Airlight En-
ergy Holding SA (also Biasca), which was 
founded in 2007 and is active in the field 
of solar technologies and energy storage. 
The tunneling engineering company Am-
berg Engineering AG holds a 20% stake, and 
the planning and construction company 
Lombardi SA holds another 10% stake in 
ALACAES. ALACAES was founded in 2012 
with the goal of building an adiabatic com-
pressed air reservoir.
The main activity was the research project 
in the former Neat Stollen near Biasca. That 
research project was funded by the Swiss 
Federal Office of Energy. Additionally, its 
R&D program received support from the 
Swiss National Science Foundation. 
Professional support for the project comes 
from the Swiss Competence Center in En-
ergy Research (SCCER). ETH Zurich and the 
Scuola Universitaria Professionale della 
Svizzera Italiana (SUPSI) support the data 
analysis.
 As shown, the concept shares 
many disadvantages with ADELE.

LightSail Energy is a compressed air ener-
gy storage technology startup located in 
Berkeley, California. LightSail was founded 
in 2008, by CEO Steve Crane, CSO Danielle 
Fong and engineer Edwin P. Berlin, Jr.. It 
was initially focused on using compressed 
air to power a scooter, but shifted towards 
a compressed-air powered generator that 
will fit inside a shipping container.
As of late 2014, the company had around 
55 employees. In December 2015, Fong 
announced that pilot tests for the system 
were scheduled to begin in 2016. By that 
time LightSail had started working on de-
veloping pressurized gas storage tanks for 
the natural gas industry. The company said 
it sold their first pressure vessel in 2016.
As of February 2016, LightSail had raised 
approximately $70 million in venture capi-
tal investment. Investors in LightSail include 
Khosla Ventures, Peter Thiel, Microsoft 
founder Bill Gates, Innovacorp, and oil su-
permajor Total S.A. 
As of January 2018 the company described 
itself as in “hibernation” and cut the work-
force back to 15. Its concept  remains 
to be demonstrated. Especially how any ex-
pansion  device should run on 
warm water spray is a mystery.

Negative Aspects ADELE Negative Aspects 
ALACAES GOTTHARDT

• Large scale centralized concept
• High-temperature heat › high loss
• Specially developed components 
• Caes in natural or mined caverns
• Long-term stability uncertain
• High minimum, low maximum pres-

sure
• Restricted to special locations
• Effect on natural surrounding due to 

pressure and heat not predictable
• Turbine gets sandblasted

• Large scale centralized concept
• High-temperature heat › high loss
• Specially developed components
• Caes in natural mountain caverns
• Rock is inhomogenuous
• No lab testing method
• Strong in compression, weak in ten-

sion
• Long-term stability uncertain
• Restricted to special locations
• Tunnel is expensive, sealing is re-

quired
• High minimum, low maximum pres-

sure
• Effect on natural surrounding due to 

pressure and heat not predictable
• Turbine gets sandblasted

Negative Aspects 
LIGHTSAIL TECHNOLOGIES

Positive Aspects 
GES ACAES

• Complex system compounds that 
have to be specially manufactured

• Carbon fiber pressure vessels are 
very expensive and offer no advan-
tage for grid-connection

• No existing prototype released in 
spite of $ 65 million  in fundings

• How is their patent supposed to 
work, anyway? Steam turbines can-
not run on warm water spray and 
expansion motors have never been 
demonstrated successfully

• Consists of 5 off-shelf, industrial 
components with advantages of 
scale

• State-of-the-art pipeline technology 
in computer-controlled mass-pro-
duction with quality assurance and 
technical approval by authorities

• GES ACAES already has proven its 
concept with less than €1 million 
spent in a working prototype mobile 
container solution

• Our keyhole patent also applies 
to other concepts, such as 
phase-change-materials for new 
solar power plants

• Scalable decentralized concept 
• Low-temperature heat storage
• Industrial off-shelf components
• Caes in steel pipeline technology
• Durable, with technical approval
• Low minimum, high maximum 

pressure
• Applicable nearly everywhere
• Predictable by technical standards
• -> The worlds most efficient dis-

ruptive scalable energy storage 
system
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DISCLAIMER &
IMPRINT

CONCLUSION & 
FORECAST

This document has been written for illustra-
tive purposes and as such is neither a solic-
itation nor a recommendation with respect 
to the purchase or sale of any securities nor 
does it contain the necessary information 
to form the basis of a decision to invest in 
any investment product. 
Any offering is made only pursuant to the 
relevant offering document, together with 
the current audited financial statements of 
the relevant fund, if available, and the rel-
evant subscription application, all of which 
must be read in their entirety. No offer to 
purchase securities will be made or accept-
ed prior to receipt by the offeree of these 
documents and the completion of all ap-
propriate documentation.

GlobalEnergyStorage, GES, its affiliates, 
their respective officers, directors, agents 
or employees do not recommend or solicit 
any investment from readers of this docu-
ment.

The material contained herein is based 
upon proprietary information and is pro-
vided purely for reference and as such is 
confidential and intended solely for those 
to whom it has been provided by GES. 

GES has not had the information contained 
herein independently verified, nor does 
it represent it as necessarily accurate or 
complete. GES makes no warranty, express 
or implied, regarding this information and 
shall not be liable for any losses, damages, 
costs or expenses relating to its adequacy, 
accuracy, completeness or use for any pur-
pose.

Readers should not rely upon this docu-
ment to make any investment decisions, 
and should note that past performance is 
not an indication of future performance.

The material contained herein is for private 
use only. Its text, statistical data and graphs 
or any portion thereof may not be stored in 
a computer, published, rewritten for broad-
cast or publication or redistributed in any 
medium, except with the express written 
permission of GES. 

GES will not be liable for any inaccuracies, 
errors or omissions in the material or in the 
transmission or delivery of all or any part 
thereof or for any damage arising from any 
of the foregoing.

Contact:

GES ARGE
Eduard Buchner Strasse 19
85662 Munich
Germany

+49 151 41 90 5000

info@ges.ag

www.ges.ag

Leopold Feiler
Marcel Kennel
Tobias Aumüller

According to BloombergNEF NEO Report 
2019 we move from two-thirds fossil fuels 
in 2018 to two-thirds zero-carbon energy by 
2050. For wind and solar that’s “50-by-50” 
– with these technologies supplying almost 
50% of world electricity by 2050, ending the 
era of fossil fuel dominance in the power 
sector.

We see $13.3 trillion invested in new power 
generation assets over the 32 years to 2050.

Of this, 77% goes to renewables. Wind at-
tracts $5.3 trillion and solar $4.2 trillion, and 
another $843 billion goes to batteries. In-
vestments in new fossil fuel plants doesn’t 
exceed $2 trillion. This works out to around 
$416 billion per year.

As demand grows, so too does the grid, 
with distribution and transmission expan-
sion needing an estimated $11.4 trillion to 
2050.

This investment total funds 15,145GW of 
new power plants between 2019 and 2050, 
of which 80% is zero carbon.

A further 1,666 GW of non-generating, flexi-
ble capacity, such as batteries and demand 
response, are installed as well. PV sees a 
fourteen-fold increase and wind a sixfold 
increase.

GES is providing the much asked for flexi-
ble scalable energy storage systems that 
will revolutionize both energy storage for 
renewable energy sources as well as the 
implementation of truly smart smart grid 
solutions into municipalities, towns and 
even countries.  It will make energy grid 
flow more efficient and reduce the costs of 
the existing power shifting methods.
It will empower rural and island regions car-
bon free!

GES is the future of energy storage!

Power grids and flexibility / 9

Fossil fuels / 42

Nuclear / 3.7
Energy efficiency / 29

Renewable energy / 9.6

Renewable energy / 22.3

Power grids and flexibility / 18

CCS & others / 0.5

Fossil fuels / 22.3

Nuclear / 3.6

Energy efficiency / 53

93
USD trillion

Reference Case

120
USD trillion
REmap Case

Investment will need to shift to renewable energy and energy efficiency
Cumulative investment - Reference and REmap cases, 2015-2050 (USD trillion)

Reference Case energy sector investments
between 2015-2050 (USD trillion)

REmap Case energy sector investments
between 2015-2050 (USD trillion)
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